Application number

2020 -

Area 1 Inside Electrical JATC Apprenticeship Application
OCCUPATION:

GENERAL ELECTRICIAN

Please Print
Applicant Last Name

First Name

MI

Social Security #

MAILING ADDRESS

PHONE WITH AREA CODE

CITY

STATE

This information is to
ensure fair and equal
employment
Opportunities

ZIP CODE

Sex
Male

Female

Race/Ethnicity
WH

BL

AI

AS

COUNTY

Birthdate

Vet Status

HI

VET

How did you hear about this program  unemployment office or I match  State web page

RES

NON

 my employer

 friend in the trade  job corp./B-fit or other vocational program  Oregon Tradeswomen  media (newspaper, TV, Radio)
school counselor  walk in

 Previous Applicant

 JATC Web-page Other_____________________

E-mail address__________________________________________________

EDUCATION
Circle highest grade complete in each
school category
School

Name

HIGH SCHOOL
9 10 11 12
City

TRADE SCHOOL
1 2 3 4
State

COLLEGE
1 2 3 4
From
Mo
Yr

GED
Yes No

To
Mo

Graduated
Yr

Mo

Yr

High
College
Trade/other

Electrical Company Name (if employed in the electrical industry)_________________________________________
Hire Date__________________
Are you re-applying to this program__________ if yes, when did you previously apply___________________
Previous application results: Did not qualify______ No Math test________ Trying to raise previous score________
Other:_______________________________________________________________
Is there any reason that you may be unable to fulfill the apprenticeship program in the scheduled four –years? (IE:
religious commitments, military commitments, other school duties, etc.) (Y) (N)
If yes, please explain__________________________________________________________________________



Statement of Understanding
You must initial each of the statements below to indicate your knowledge and understanding.
Initials

Statement
I am aware that I am responsible for keeping the program informed of any change in my address or
phone number
I have been given and/or read the minimum qualifications for entry into the program and
Understand these necessary qualifications for entry into the apprenticeship program
I understand that I must provide documentation that provides evidence that I meet the qualifications
required for entry into the program.
I have been provided information detailing how applicants are accepted and placed in the program.

_____________ I understand that it is my responsibility to furnish all required transcripts and any other
documentation to provide evidence that I meet the minimum qualifications for entry into this
program
_____________ I understand if I fail to submit information within the specified time frame my application will be
considered incomplete.
I understand that any intentional false statements or information I have provided on this application form
or on any other documents shall be cause for rejection of the application or termination of my registration
if I am accepted into the apprenticeship program.
____________ I hereby acknowledge that I bear the sole responsibility for completing my application following the
instructions provided.
____________ I understand that if I disagree with the findings of the committee in the rank and score process that I have
a maximum of 30 days to appeal the committee rank and score of my application. All appeals must be
done in writing.
_____________ I hereby acknowledge that I have no physical impairments that could possibly cause me not to be
able to efficiently and safely perform the duties of an electrical apprentice.
_____________ I have been informed of the starting wage for an entry-level apprentice. (16.20 PER HOUR)

____________ I have been informed that if I do not clearly read, write, speak or understand English that I may be
required to enroll in English as a second language class in addition to my apprenticeship classes

Position Requirements
_______

Ability to clearly comprehend and comply with Job safety laws and regulations as
detailed by state and federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration agencies.

_______

Ability to regularly arrive at assigned Job site locations on time as directed.

_______

Ability to maintain and safely store tools and equipment as well as accurately organize
materials and tools to maintain clean, neat and safe work area.

_______

Ability to properly use and safely handle tools, equipment, and materials related to the
trade such as cable-cutters, hammer drills, compression tools, and Jackhammers.

_______

Ability to accurately identify wire and conductor colors.

_______

Ability to acquire and retain knowledge and adequate skill of assigned hand
conduit bending that will ensure timely installations.

_______

Ability to safely perform duties from ladders, scaffolds, aerial lifts, catwalks,
roofs or other similar locations at heights up to 90'

_______

Ability to regularly perform duties in confined spaces. (i.e. Switchgear rooms,
utility tunnels, attics, etc.)

_______

Ability to accurately read labels, job site maps and directions, instruction manuals, and written
instructions in order to perform tasks in a safe manner.

_______

Possess functional personal hand tools as directed by the employer. (at apprentice’ expense)

_______

Ability to work outside regularly in heat, cold, rain, or snow.

_______

Ability to utilize construction site sanitary facilities. (Porta-Johns).

_______

Ability to read, write, speak and understand the English language in order to safely perform
duties.

_______

Ability to precisely detect, discern and interpret auditory signals, voice instructions, and
equipment noises while working in order to perform duties safely.

_______

Ability to wear personal protective equipment at all times as required by the job site and
employer (i.e., hard hats, safety glasses, safety harnesses and respirators as required).

crawl spaces,

Physical Requirements:
_______

Ability to regularly position yourself to accomplish tasks in working conditions that require
stooping, bending, squatting, kneeling, crawling, climbing, balancing, pushing, pulling, and
reaching overhead

_______

Ability to lift up to 51 pounds repeatedly throughout the workday to heights from
three to five or six feet.

_______

Ability to safely ascend and descend ladders, scaffolding, steps and stairs of all
types.

________

Ability to detect, observe, discern and interpret objects and noises in order to perform work in
safe manner.

_______

Ability to dig trenches with hand tools or power equipment.

_______

The ability to make precisely coordinated movements to grasp, move, or assemble
small objects.

_______

Ability to work while in an upright position and continuously reposition self in confined
surroundings while performing work safely.

It is essential for apprentice electricians to possess:
_______

Problem Sensitivity -- The ability to recognize that an aspect of a given task is wrong, illegal or
may become a problem. Problem Sensitivity does not necessarily mean solving the problem but
recognizing there is a problem.

_______

Information Ordering -- The ability to arrange things or actions in a specific order or pattern
according to a specific rule or set of rules (e.g., patterns of numbers, letters, words, pictures,
mathematical operations).

_______

Oral Expression -- The ability to communicate information and ideas so that others will
understand, including the ability to clearly speak, write and understand English.

NOTICE TO APPLICANTS
This description is based on Area 1 Inside Electrical JATC’s general assessment of the requirements and
functions of an apprentice electrician’s job functions as of the date that this job description was prepared. The
requirements listed above represent a general guideline for applicants and is not intended to be an exhaustive
list of all the elements of a job that an applicant may be offered by an employer as part of the apprenticeship
program.
My signature below represents that I have read the above competencies related to the Apprenticeship
Program Job Description, that I understand the general requirements related to performing the job,
and that I can perform the essential functions of the job or I have requested an accommodation.
____________________________________________
Applicant Signature

_____________________________________
Date

